
 

Hollow Ring Type Door Mats

Sku: SM689 
SM689 Hollow Ring Type Door Mats are 
bevelled edged moulded rubber door mats are 
produced from high quality natural rubber 
offering a durable and economically price door 
entrance mat. Hollow ring design allows for 
efficient drainage of fluids and debris with the 
bevelled edging reducing the risk of tripping. 
The mats can be easily cleaned by shaking or 
hosing down.

Good non slip characteristics
Easily cleaned
Excellent drainage properties
Good durability & resilience
Attractive finish and appearance
Low maintenance

TECHNICAL DATA

STOCK ROLL SIZES [M X M X MM] WEIGHT [KG/M2]

0.60m x 0.40m x 13mm

0.75m x 0.45m x 13mm

SPECIFICATIONS COMPOUND

SPECIFICATIONS COMPOUND VALUES [TYPICAL]

Colour Black
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SPECIFICATIONS COMPOUND VALUES [TYPICAL]

Polymer Content (%) NR Blend

Hardness Shore (Term) 60°

Density (S.G.) 1.45

Tensile Strength (Kg/cm2) 30

Elongation at break (%) 250

Temp Resistance (?C) -20/+70

Slip Resistance (Term) Good

Polymer Content (%) NR Blend

Metroseal Datasheet Disclaimer: All recommendations and information contained in this specification 
sheet are to the best of our knowledge correct. Since conditions of service are beyond our control, users 
must satisfy themselves that the products are suitable for intended use. No warranty is given or implied in 
respect of information or recommendations or that any use of products will infringe rights belonging to 
other parties. In any event or occurrence our liability is limited to the invoice value ofour goods delivered to 
you. We reserve the right to change product design and properties without notice.
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